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Abstract: The feasibility and cost-effectiveness of hydrogen-based microgrids in facilities, such as
public buildings and small- and medium-sized enterprises, provided by photovoltaic (PV) plants and
characterized by low electric demand during weekends, were investigated in this paper. Starting
from the experience of the microgrid being built at the Renewable Energy Facility of Sardegna
Ricerche (Italy), which, among various energy production and storage systems, includes a hydrogen
storage system, a modeling of the hydrogen-based microgrid was developed. The model was used to
analyze the expected performance of the microgrid considering different load profiles and equipment
sizes. Finally, the microgrid cost-effectiveness was evaluated using a preliminary economic analysis.
The results demonstrate that an effective design can be achieved with a PV system sized for an annual
energy production 20% higher than the annual energy requested by the user and a hydrogen generator
size 60% of the PV nominal power size. This configuration leads to a self-sufficiency rate of about
80% and, without public grants, a levelized cost of energy comparable with the cost of electricity in
Italy can be achieved with a reduction of at least 25–40% of the current initial costs charged for the
whole plant, depending on the load profile shape.

Keywords: hydrogen-based microgrid; energy storage system; hydrogen-based energy storage plant

1. Introduction

The strategic role of green hydrogen technologies in microgrids based on renewable energy
sources (RES) is strengthening in the global decarbonization process. In this context, their main
distinguishing features are their storage capability, which can range from small scale (hourly or daily)
to large scale (seasonal); the absence of greenhouse emissions; and the flexibility in following variable
electricity supply and demand [1]. The numerous microgrid projects involving hydrogen technologies
are a response to the growing interest in this energy carrier for the storage of non-dispatchable energy
sources. Several real cases of hydrogen storage installations were presented by Colombo et al., including
a microgrid in Chile that includes a 125 kWp solar photovoltaic (PV) system backed by 450 kWh
hydrogen storage and 132 kWh lithium storage systems [2]. A renewable hydrogen-based microgrid
for a community in Cornwall (ON, Canada) was introduced and analyzed by Mukherjee et al. [3].
Solar PV systems, wind turbines, electrolyzers, hydrogen tanks, fuel cells, and fuel cell vehicles were
considered as the components providing energy to the community. In the framework of the REMOTE
project [4], a microgrid including a 170 kWp photovoltaic system, a lithium-ion accumulation system
with a capacity of 600 kWh, and a hydrogen storage system of 1000 kWh is going to be installed
in Ginostra, a small village in the Aeolian Islands (Italy). By being the first community to be 100%
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powered by RES, the project wants to prove the technical and economic feasibility of energy storage
solutions based on fuel cells for isolated areas.

The integration of hydrogen technologies in the microgrid generally involves a “power-to-power”
process. During periods of energetic overproduction, due to the intermittent and non-dispatchable
nature of RES, like solar and wind energy, the excess electrical power is used to produce hydrogen by
electrolysis. The latter is the most environmentally-friendly process for obtaining hydrogen from RES.
Through this process, hydrogen and oxygen are obtained only from water molecules and are extremely
pure. The efficiency is generally between 60% and 81%, depending on the technology adopted and
the electrolyzer size [5]. The produced hydrogen is then stored in proper reservoirs. To overcome
the low energy storage density of hydrogen due to its low molar mass, a high-pressure storage at
250–700 bar in steel or composite tanks is often included in stationary applications [6]. Finally, when
microgrid demand is high, the produced hydrogen is re-converted into electrical power via fuel cell
power generation systems [7]. Batteries could be part of the system for short-term energy storage but
may not be the most suitable technology for large-scale energy storage due to high costs, low energy
storage density, and limited life cycles [8]. For these reasons, hydrogen energy storage systems can be
a suitable alternative for ensuring long-term energy storage [9], and the coupling between hydrogen
storage systems and batteries may lead to increased flexibility in following the load demand [10,11].
Depending on the situation, the surplus of electrical energy can be used to charge the batteries or the
hydrogen tanks. Similarly, the demand can be covered by using the energy stored in one of these
two systems. Highly integrated energy systems require the development and the implementation
of effective and reliable energy management strategies that are able to ensure the proper operation
of the microgrid and to determine the priority between batteries and hydrogen storage in different
conditions [12]. Numerous studies concern this research topic. Catilla et al. [13] focused on the design
and implementation of an event-based control architecture to manage a renewable-based microgrid for
the energy demand of an office. Their results showed that the use of event-based control architecture
produces a significant reduction in the number of changes in the control action with an acceptable
deterioration of set-point tracking for a microgrid with several types of electrochemical storage devices.
Petrollese et al. [14] proposed an energy management system that employs a model predictive control
(MPC) algorithm coupled with an optimal scheduling algorithm. The MPC controls the components of
the renewable hydrogen microgrid, which include PV units, battery, and a hydrogen storage system.
They concluded that MPC is able to better use the two storage systems (battery for short-term and
hydrogen for long-term storage) and reduce the operating cost of the microgrid. The reduction in the
microgrid operating costs, due to the implementation of an effective energy management strategy,
was confirmed by Abid et al. [15]. The results demonstrated that this reduction becomes evident
when the microgrid operates in an islanded mode. Monforti et al. [16] compared two strategies for
an energy management system based on hydrogen priority vs. battery priority for the operation
of a hybrid renewable microgrid. The results demonstrated that the hydrogen-priority strategy
moves the microgrid toward island operation because it saves a higher amount of energy, whereas
the battery-priority strategy reduces the energy efficiency in the storage round trip. As highlighted
by Gunasekaran et al. [17], the implementation of optimized energy management strategies is also
fundamental for rural microgrids not connected to the public grid to maximize the RES production
and to reduce the fuel consumption of backup systems. All the above-cited studies showed that the
optimal energy management strategy for microgrids involving two or more energy storage systems is
not univocal, but strongly depends on the system design and architecture, penetration of RES systems,
user habits, and objective function chosen. Consequently, further efforts are required to propose
and investigate effective and customized microgrid configurations to identify optimal system design
approaches and corresponding energy management strategies for specific users.

In this framework, this paper aims to investigate the potential and feasibility of hydrogen-based
microgrids in applications characterized by renewable energy production and low energy demand
during the weekend, such as public buildings and small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs).
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The configuration of microgrid under construction at the Renewable Energy Facility (REF) in Sardinia
(Italy) including a PV plant, a battery bank, and a hydrogen storage system was taken as a case.
Specific mathematical models were developed and used to investigate microgrid performance during
a typical year of operation. An energy management strategy was implemented, and different electrical
duty-load profiles and sizes of equipment were considered. A preliminary economic analysis was
subsequently conducted to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of hydrogen-based microgrids.

The specific objectives of this study were to:

• identify guidelines for the optimal design configuration of hydrogen-based microgrids in
applications characterized by high RES penetration and low energy demand during weekends;

• evaluate the achievable self-sufficiency rate of such microgrids managed to produce hydrogen
whenever the electric power exceeds the minimum hydrogen generator load; and

• assess the equipment cost reduction required for obtaining a levelized cost of energy comparable
to the current cost of electricity in Italy.

2. Materials and Methods

As mentioned, the REF, founded by Sardegna Ricerche, is going to complete a microgrid suitable
for R&D activities and designed to optimize the integration of several energy production and storage
systems. The microgrid will be able to achieve instantaneous energy balancing of the buildings,
guaranteeing high self-sufficiency for most of the year. Figure 1 shows the microgrid schematic, which
includes several generation units such as a photovoltaic power plant constituted by a 44 kWp flat-plate
PV system and a 6.2 kWp concentrated PV system with Fresnel lenses, and two types of fuel cell (FC)
generators: a proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC, 5 kW) and a solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC,
9.5 kW). As shown in the schematic, the SOFC micro-combined heat and power (m-CHP), used to fulfill
the building base load, is fed by LPG (currently, the methane network is not available in Sardinia) and
a small quantity of biomethane from both a methanation process (fed by hydrogen) and an anaerobic
digester. The PEMFC is used to support the microgrid during peak demand. It is fueled by hydrogen
produced by two hydrogen generators (1.05 Nm3/h each) powered by the excess renewable energy
during the weekends and stored at about 14.8 bar in four stainless steel tanks of 1.1 m3 each. The whole
plant is connected to the public grid and is equipped with several electrochemical storage systems
(about 100 kWh in total). Although almost the whole building is air conditioned with reversible heat
pumps, a small part is heated by the thermal power released by the SOFC, stored in a tank (2.0 m3)
as hot water in winter, cooled by cooling energy produced by a dedicated air/water heat pump (by a
small part of the excess of the electricity produced by the microgrid during the day), and stored in a
tank (0.3 m3) filled with phase change material (PCM) in summer.

Focusing on the feasibility of hydrogen-based microgrids, Figure 2 shows the schematic of the
microgrid proposed in this paper. According to this solution, the user needs are primarily matched
by the photovoltaic plant during the daytime and by batteries and fuel cell for the rest of the day.
When the photovoltaic power exceeds the user needs, to reduce the battery pack size, the hydrogen
generator is turned on when the electric power available is higher than the minimum load imposed
for the hydrogen generator. To maximize the self-sufficiency of the building, the microgrid can only
import electricity from the public grid when it is unable to sustain the user request.

2.1. Mathematical Models

The hydrogen-based microgrid performance during one year of operation was evaluated by
means of specific mathematical models developed in the MATLAB environment. All the meteorological
data for a site placed in south-central Sardinia (Italy) were determined by Meteonorm software [18].
The energy demand was modelled using a simplified daily electrical load profile, which included only
base-load power (Pb) and peak-load power (Pp) with peak duration tp. Figure 3 shows the assumed
load profile during weekdays, where the peak-load is reached during working hours, whereas during
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the night and weekends, only base-load power is demanded. The assumed energy demand is typical
for public buildings and SMEs. To maintain a general approach, no seasonal changes were considered
in this study. A specific approach must be suggested for any case strongly affected by seasonality and
not easily attributable to the results of this preliminary study.
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Figure 1. Schematic of the renewable energy platform microgrid.
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2.1.1. PV System

The PV generation profile was simulated using the meteorological data obtained by Meteonorm
and the performance parameters of a modular PV section. The latter was based on a 10 kW PV subarray
composed of two strings with 14 PV modules characterized by a peak power of 360 Wp (Table 1 reports
the other main PV module characteristics), whereas the number of PV subarrays and, consequently,
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the overall PV size, was evaluated according to the annual energy production of a single module and
the considered load profile.

For the simulation of the annual performance of the PV module, a panel orientation toward south
(azimuth equal to 0◦) with a tilt angle of 30◦ was assumed. The operating temperature TC of the PV
module was determined using the following correlation:

TC = TA + (TNOCT − TA,NOCT)
GI

GINOCT

UPV,NOCT

UPV

[
1−

ηPV,nom

(τα)

]
, (1)

where TA is the ambient temperature; TNOCT is the nominal operating cell temperature (NOCT,
temperature of the cell without any load), with an incident radiation GINOCT of 800 W/m2 and an
ambient temperature TA,NOCT of 20 ◦C; GI is the global solar irradiation available on the surface of the
PV array calculated starting from the global horizontal irradiance (GHI) using the method proposed
by Duffie et al. [19]; UPV and UPV,NOCT are the heat transfer coefficients at the effective and NOCT
conditions, respectively; (τα) is the transmittance–absorptance coefficient (set to 0.9); and ηPV,NOM is
the nominal PV efficiency. The actual PV efficiency ηPV is subsequently calculated according to the
following relationship:

ηPV = ηPV,nom[1 + γ(TC − TC,REF)], (2)

where γ is the temperature coefficient and TC,REF is the PV cell temperature under standard test
conditions (25 ◦C). The power output PPV of the PV subarray is calculated as:

PPV = nMOD AMOD GI ηPV ηINV fPV, (3)

where nMOD is the number of PV modules in the PV subarray (set to 28), AMOD is the active area of
each PV module, and ηINV is the inverter efficiency, given by the manufacturer as a function of the PV
power output. Soiling of the modules, wiring losses, shading, aging, and other secondary losses are
accounted in a derating factor fPV.

Table 1. Main characteristic of the hydrogen-based microgrid [20–22].

Parameter Value

PV module power under STC 360 kW
PV Net operative cell temperature (TNOCT) 41.5 ◦C

PV nominal efficiency (ηPV,nom) 22.1%
PV active area (AMOD) 1.622 m2

PV temperature coefficient (γ) −0.29%/K
PV derating factor (fPV) 0.9

PV inverter efficiency (ηINV) 90% ÷ 98%
Battery depth-of-discharge 90%
Battery roundtrip efficiency 95%

PEMFC nominal power (AC) Peak value (kW)
Peak duration time 10 h, from 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

The PV system was sized starting from the expected annual performance of the single PV subarray
and the annual energy requested by the user. In particular, a dimensionless PV-to-load ratio kPV,
defined as the ratio between the annual energy produced by the PV and the annual load consumption,
was introduced. Consequently, the nominal power of the PV array (PPV,nom) was determined as:

PPV,nom = kPV
EU∫ 8760

0 PPV

PPV,SA, (4)

where EU is the annual energy requested by the user and PPV,SA is the nominal power of the PV
subarray (10.08 kWp).
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2.1.2. Battery Bank

The stored energy in the battery bank was evaluated through the state of charge (SOCB), which
is the ratio between the stored energy and the nominal storage capacity. It was calculated using the
following correlation by monitoring the charging (PBC) and discharging power (PBD) over time:

SOCB(t) = SOCB(t− 1) +
(PBCηBC − PBD/ηBD)∆t

EB
, (5)

where ηBC and ηBD are the battery efficiency during charging and discharging phases, respectively; ∆t
is the applied time step (imposed equal to 1 h); and EB is the battery nominal capacity. The battery
efficiency depends on several operating parameters such as current, SOC, and battery lifetime.
To simplify the model, lithium-ion batteries characterized by a constant charging and discharging
efficiency of 98% and 97%, respectively, and a depth-of-discharge of 90% were considered. The battery
capacity was determined as that required to fully store the excess of energy produced by the PV system
not directly used by the load neither for hydrogen production. With this design choice, the overall
consumption of the self-produced energy is guaranteed, and no excess energy is released to the grid.

2.1.3. Hydrogen Section

The hydrogen section is constituted by a hydrogen generation system in which the excess power
produced by the PV plant is converted into hydrogen, a hydrogen storage section where the hydrogen
is stored for a postponed use, and a PEMFC generation system, which re-converts the hydrogen in
electricity during power deficit periods.

A variable hydrogen generator size was assumed in this analysis. A dimensionless parameter
kHG, defined as the ratio between the hydrogen generator nominal size (PHG,nom) and the PV nominal
size (PPV,nom), was introduced for determining the hydrogen generator size. The fuel cell was sized to
fully satisfy the peak-load power (PFC,nom = PP). Finally, like the battery storage system, the hydrogen
storage capacity was determined with the assumption that all the hydrogen produced by the hydrogen
generators can be stored in the tanks without reaching a full charge.

Since the PV power supplying the hydrogen section and the load demand are time variables,
both hydrogen generators and PEMFC often operate in off-design mode. As shown in Figure 4,
this operability leads to an efficiency variation of the two devices. Both curves were extrapolated and
reworked starting from confidential information on commercial devices. In particular, the hydrogen
generator curve includes the energy consumption of the auxiliary systems involved in the hydrogen
production process, such as hydrogen compression.Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 7 of 19 
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The electrical power required by the generator (PHG) is therefore dependent on the hydrogen
generator efficiency (ηHG) given by Equation (6), where

.
mH2 and LHVH2 are the hydrogen mass flow

rate and lower heating value, respectively. Likewise, the electrical power generated by the fuel cell
(PFC) depends on the fuel cell efficiency (ηFC), given by Equation (7).

ηHG =

.
mH2LHVH2

PHG
(6)

ηFC =
PFC

.
mH2LHVH2

(7)

It was assumed that both the hydrogen generator and fuel cell can operate in a range between 20%
and 100% of their rated power. The energy stored inside the hydrogen storage system at a specific time
t was evaluated using the state-of-charge of the hydrogen tank (SOCH2), determined by Equation (8),
monitoring the energy converted by the hydrogen generator and that used by the fuel cell, (with EH2

hydrogen storage capacity):

SOCH2(t) = SOCH2(t− 1) +
(PHGηHG − PFC/ηFC)∆t

EH2
. (8)

2.1.4. Energy Management Strategy

A specific energy management strategy for the microgrid was developed with the main objective
of minimizing the annual energy drawn from the grid and thus maximizing the self-sufficiency of
the user. A logical diagram of the energy management strategy proposed in this paper is shown in
Figure 5. As mentioned above, the user needs are primarily matched by photovoltaic plant during
the daytime, whereas batteries are the first energy storage system involved to cover the eventual
deficit of energy. However, once the energy content stored in batteries is lower than a given threshold
value (imposed equal to the energy required for 1 h at base-load power), the fuel cell is switched on.
When the electricity produced by the PV plant exceeds user needs, as soon as enough electric power is
available, the hydrogen generator is turned on to minimize the battery pack size. The public grid is
used only when the microgrid generation system is unable to sustain the user request.
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Figure 5. Proposed plant logic diagram.

The main component characteristics used for the system modelling are reported in Table 1.

3. Results and Discussion

This section reports the expected annual performance of the microgrid equipped with batteries
and hydrogen storage system for several design options. As mentioned in the previous section, plant
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design and assessment of the yearly energy performance are based on two parameters: kPV, which
provides the PV size using the ratio between the annual energy produced by the PV and the annual
energy requested by the user, and kHG, which determines the hydrogen generator size using the ratio
between the hydrogen generator nominal size (PHG,nom) and the PV nominal size (PPV,nom). For all
the cases analyzed, a specific annual energy production of about 1550 kWh/kW was achieved for the
PV plant based on the expected yearly meteorological conditions obtained by Meteonorm and the
mathematical model presented in Section 2.1.1.

Figure 6 shows the variation in the hydrogen storage capacity (EH2) as a function of kHG and kPV

parameters, for two values of the ratio between base-load and peak-load (Pb/Pp) of 0.25 (Figure 6a)
and 0.5 (Figure 6b). The hydrogen storage capacity is shown in terms of equivalent hours that the
stored hydrogen can supply to the fuel cell under nominal conditions. Regardless the shape of the
load demand, for kPV values lower than 1.2, the hydrogen storage is sized for a daily storage capacity
and the PV relative size has a low impact on this parameter. A higher kPV, which means a higher
PV size compared to user needs, leads to a higher quantity of available energy that can be converted
into hydrogen; consequently, the storage capacity of the hydrogen system increases up to reach a
weekly or a monthly storage capacity. This variation is particularly evident in Figure 6a, where the
energy consumption during no sunshine hours is low and a limited request for hydrogen from the fuel
cell occurs. The hydrogen storage capacity also strongly depends on kHG. In the case of a hydrogen
generator with a size equal to 60–70% of the PV size, a lower hydrogen storage capacity is required
for a given kPV. In these conditions, following the logic diagram in Figure 5, the utilization factor of
battery storage decreases and that of the hydrogen section increases, with the subsequent reduction in
the required storage capacities for both the battery bank and hydrogen section (the hydrogen produced
is used in the following hours by the fuel cell).
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For a better understanding of the expected performance of the hydrogen section, the main
performance indicators of hydrogen generation and use via the fuel cell were analyzed in detail.

Figure 7 shows the annual energy sent to the hydrogen generator (EHG) as a percentage of the
annual energy produced by the PV plant (solid lines) and the corresponding average conversion
efficiency (dashed lines). The percentage of PV energy converted into hydrogen ranged between 35%
and 60%, with higher values obtained with the rise in kPV and the subsequent increase in the excess
of PV energy produced during daytime. Because an increase of about 34% in the PV nominal size
occurs from Pb/Pp = 0.25 (Figure 7a) to 0.5 (Figure 7b), a rise in the hydrogen generator use (of about
five percentage points) was consequently observed by comparing Figure 7a,b. This increase is limited
since the hydrogen generators mainly operate during peak demand periods and the influence of the
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base load is marginal. For a given size of the PV system, a maximum value of EHG is reached for a
kHG value of about 60–65%, confirming the best match between PV size and hydrogen generator size
in that range. The average conversion efficiency was found with lower kHG, indicating that smaller
hydrogen generators work close to the best conditions and more energy is stored in the batteries, while
the influences of the load profile and PV relative size are marginal.Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 10 of 19 
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Figure 8 shows the annual operating hours of the fuel cell (solid lines) and the corresponding
average conversion efficiency (dashed lines). In both cases (Figure 8a,b), the operating hours were
similar and ranged between 1200 to 2700 h per year. Even in this case, the kPV was the main parameter
affecting the annual utilization factor of the device. The fuel cell operating hours were also influenced
by the size of the hydrogen generator; for a kHG of about 60%, an increase in the hydrogen production
was detected. A larger amount of hydrogen is available during nighttime with a consequent increase
in fuel cell use. Unlike the hydrogen generator, the performance of the fuel cell was also strongly
influenced by the load request, since the fuel cell is mainly used to cover the base load at night. For this
reason, in Figure 8b, the fuel cell can operate close to its maximum conversion efficiency, reducing the
relative consumption of hydrogen, despite a higher Pb/Pp ratio that should lead to a faster hydrogen
depletion, an increase in operating hours was observed with the increase in the base-to-peak ratio.
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Batteries are the other energy storage system introduced in the microgrid for covering the mismatch
between energy supply and demand. Batteries mainly operate to balance the minor differences in terms
of energy excess or deficit. Therefore, the battery storage capacity is influenced by numerous factors,
including the hydrogen storage system performance. Figure 9 shows the battery storage capacity
expressed as equivalent hours of operation per year of the PV system under nominal conditions.
The curves follow the same trend depicted for the hydrogen storage system, but in this case, the
mismatch between energy supply and demand can be fulfilled with no large capacity. Regardless the
load profile shape and both PV and hydrogen storage sizes, the required battery capacity was in the
range of 0.5–1.5 h of operation of PV under nominal conditions for more than 90% of the analyzed
cases. For the hydrogen section, the lowest demand for storage capacity was obtained for a kHG value
in the range of 0.60–0.70, highlighting the mutual interdependence of the battery capacity with the
hydrogen section design. The larger the use of the hydrogen section, the lower the storage capacity
required for the batteries. The PV relative ratio has a secondary effect on the battery capacity, since the
major share of excess energy to be stored is sent to the hydrogen section.Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 11 of 19 
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Finally, since the microgrid is sized and managed to maximize user self-sufficiency, the achieved
self-sufficiency ratio (SSR), calculated as the ratio between the annual energy demand supplied by
the microgrid and the overall annual energy demand requested by the user, is shown in Figure 10.
The SSR increases with kPV almost linearly. However, full self-sufficiency was not achieved for any
system solution analyzed, and a self-sufficiency higher than 80% was only achieved with a kPV higher
than 1.3 for a Pb/Pp ratio of 0.25, and with a kPV higher than 1.4 for a Pb/Pp ratio of 0.5. As shown in
the following section, this oversizing leads to unacceptable cost of energy. The effect of the size of the
hydrogen generators on the SSR was almost negligible compared to the PV-to-load ratio with slight
reduction obtained with a kHG of 0.6–0.7 for a given kPV value. This reduction mainly occurs due to
the important use in this range of the hydrogen system, which is characterized by a lower roundtrip
efficiency compared to batteries.
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4. Preliminarily Economic Analysis

The previous section showed how a hydrogen-based energy storage system operates in PV
microgrids supplying facilities with low demand during weekends (like in public, commercial, and
SME buildings). The following preliminary economic analysis investigated in which conditions the
proposed plant can become cost effective for medium-sized photovoltaic plants with nominal power
in the range 200–1000 kWp and a peak load of 100–500 kW, in which the produced energy is only
partially exploited during the weekend to fulfill the base load (no peak loads are present). The analysis
considers the levelized cost of energy (LCOE), calculated according to the simplified methodology
proposed by the International Energy Agency [23], using the following equation:

LCOE =
TCI +

∑N
k=1(Ik + ACk)·(1 + i)−k∑N
k=1 Ek·(1 + i)−k

, (9)

where TCI is the total capital investment; Ik, ACk, and Ek are the additional investment cost, the
operation and maintenance costs, and the net electricity production in year k, respectively; i the annual
interest rate; and N is the operating lifetime. The TCI includes the whole equipment cost, the balance
of plant costs (cBoP), and the engineering costs (cEC):

TCI = [(cPVPPV,nom + cBEB + cHGPHG,nom + cFCPFC,nom + cH2EH2/LHVH2)(1 + cBoP)](1 + cEC) (10)

where cPV, cB, cHG, cFC, and cH2 are the specific costs of PV plant, batteries, hydrogen generator, fuel
cell, and storage system, respectively. For simplicity, TCI was determined at the beginning of the
operating lifetime period and the investment costs in the following years were neglected. Finally,
annual operating and maintenance costs and hydrogen production were assumed as constant during
the overall operating lifetime. Table 2 reports the main assumptions for the economic analysis.

Table 2. Economic analysis assumptions [23–27].

Component Characteristics

PV plant cost 1100 EUR/kW
Lithium batteries cost 500 EUR/kWh
Hydrogen generator cost 1300 EUR/kW
Hydrogen storage cost 1000 EUR/kg
PEMFC cost 1500 EUR/kW
Balance of plant (BoP) 10% of equipment
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Table 2. Cont.

Component Characteristics

Engineering costs (EC) 10% of (equipment + BoP)
O&M annual costs 5% of TCI
Annual interest rate 5%
Operating lifetime 20 years

Estimating costs for these technologies is difficult, since most of them are under development
or the commercial market has not yet fully developed. The PV plant and the batteries costs were
deducted from the IRENA report [26]. According to Parra et al. [24], the CAPEX for proton exchange
membrane (PEM) electrolyzers ranges between 1200 and 2000 EUR/kW, which should drop in long
term to 400–1700 EUR/kW (without compression costs). In the IEA report [25], the CAPEX ranged
from 1100 to 1800 USD/kW. A hydrogen generator cost of 1300 EUR/kW was therefore assumed for a
preliminary approach. Although alkaline electrolyzers have a lower CAPEX, PEM electrolyzers are
compact systems, do not treat corrosive liquid electrolytes, better manage dynamic variations, and
have a larger part-load operating range [26,28]. For pressurized storage tanks, the CAPEX can range
between 200 to 2000 EUR/kg [24]. In this work, an intermediate value of 1000 EUR/kg was considered,
which could be representative of a range of pressure between 150 to 200 bar [29]. Although PEMFC
use has been growing over the past 20 years, the market is young. A cost estimation was provided
in [27], where the cost of 100 and 250 kW stacks were reported as 2670 and 1727 USD/kW, respectively,
both for a production of 10,000 units/year. Since, in this respect, both the fuel processor (for natural
gas or propane) and heat recovery components are considered, a rough cost of 1500 EUR/kW was
considered in this study. Every other unmentioned cost was considered to be included in the BoP,
including hydrogen compression costs. Considering a hydrogen compression ratio in the range of
3–5, compressor efficiencies of about 70%, and specific compressor costs ranging between 1000 and
5000 EUR/kWe [24], the expected initial cost for the hydrogen compression section should weigh 1–6%
of the hydrogen generator cost. Given the computed working hours for electrochemical components
(about 45,000 h for kPV = 1.2 and less than 60,000 h in the worst-case scenario considered), only
scheduled maintenance was considered and not complete substitution.

Based on these assumptions, Figure 11 shows the expected LCOE for the proposed microgrid
configuration. The values obtained ranged from about 370 to about 1250 EUR/MWh. The lowest LCOEs
were achieved by small PV sections coupled with low capacity storage sections and, subsequently,
with the smallest SSR. The achievement of higher SSR compared to that obtained with only the direct
use of the PV plant resulted in an increase in the electricity cost due to the introduction of storage
systems. By referring to the hydrogen generator relative size, the highest cost-effectiveness was reached
with a kHG in the range of 60–70% regardless the PV size and the load demand shape, confirming
that this is the optimal relative size for this device also from an economic point of view. Notably, the
variation in the LCOE with the PV-to-load ratio was not as linear as that observed with the SSR, but an
important increase in the cost of energy was found for kPV values higher than 1.2. In these conditions,
it was previously observed that an increase occurred in the storage sections from a daily to a weekly
capacity. This increase was determined according to the energy management strategy adopted, since
no limitations in the storage capacity were introduced a priori. The full exploitation of the storage
capacity of both batteries and hydrogen system is limited to few hours of operation, leading to an
unprofitable design choice.

This finding is confirmed by the histograms shown in Figure 12, where the state-of-charge of the
batteries and hydrogen tanks is compared with the corresponding percentage of occurrence among
the various analyzed design cases. The state-of-charge of batteries rarely reaches full charge (SOC
of 100%), whereas the highest percentages of occurrence were obtained in the range of 0–20%. An
oversizing of batteries is therefore obtained with the proposed design approach. Since a share of the
batteries capacity is not exploited for a large part of the year, an eventual reduction in their storage
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capacity would result in a marginal decrease in the SSR but in an important reduction in the initial cost
of the plant. Although the frequency distribution shape of the hydrogen state-of-charge is different
compared to that obtained for batteries, even for this storage system, full charging was rarely observed.
This finding becomes particularly evident for hydrogen sections characterized by very high storage
capacities (as shown in Figure 6). Like batteries, a proper reduction in the capacity of this storage
system would be a cost-effective solution at the expense of a marginal reduction in user self-sufficiency.
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Figure 12. Frequency distribution of the state-of-charge for (a) batteries and (b) hydrogen tanks.

The effect of a decrease in the overall storage capacity (batteries and hydrogen storage) on the
self-sufficiency rate and the corresponding cost of energy is shown in Figure 13. Starting from the
performance without any restriction in the storage capacity, as analyzed so far (hereinafter called the
base configuration), two other configurations were introduced: a microgrid configuration with a battery
bank and a hydrogen storage section able to cover the 98th percentile of their theoretical requirements
and a microgrid configuration with storage capacities curtailed to cover the 95th percentile of the
observed theoretical demand.

As expected, a typical trend of two conflicting objectives (maximization of SSR and minimization
of LCOE) was obtained. The reduction in the storage capacity benefited the cases with low values of
SSR (lower than about 80%) regardless of the load profile shape. In these cases, an LCOE reduction up
to 10% compared to the base configuration was achieved by a proper reduction in the two storage
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capacities by keeping the same level of SSR. SSRs higher than 80% were achievable only with an
important increase in the storage sections; in these cases, a curtailment of the storage capacity was
detrimental. The economic benefits achieved with the reduction in the storage capacities without a
simultaneous reduction in the SSR became increasingly marginal. It is evident for the first case that the
performance variation by transition from covering the 98th percentile of their theoretical requirements
to the 95th is negligible. Finally, if the criterion for the selection of the best design solution is the
identification of the point in the curve that minimizes the distance to the “ideal point” (representing
the nonexistent solution that simultaneously minimizes the LCOE and maximizes the SSR), the best
trade-off is reached by a PV-to-load ratio equal to about 1.2 and a kEG of 0.6. This design solution
achieves an SSR of about 77% with a LCOE of 465 EUR/MWh (considering a storage capacity decreased
to the 95th percentile of the theoretical value). The latter value is not competitive with the current cost
of electricity and the overall investment is not profitable without a proper incentive and an important
reduction in the specific equipment costs.Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 15 of 19 
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In this regard, since the costs of all the devices involved in this study are expected to considerably
decrease in the future, in particular with the development of the hydrogen market, a sensitivity analysis
on the specific costs was conducted. The optimal design solution previously found, namely, a PV
plant size that overcomes the user need of 20% and a hydrogen generator nominal power equal to
60% of the PV peak power, was considered. When setting kHG to 0.6 and kPV to 1.2, for both Pb/Pp of
0.25 and 0.5, the equipment costs can be roughly allocated as 60% to the hydrogen section and 40%
to PV and batteries, and, in general, the fuel cell is about 10% of the total costs. As stated before,
all the supposed costs are expected to decrease in the future, for instance, PV cost is already about
800 USD/kW in India’s market and is continuously decreasing each year [26], and battery costs are
expected to continuously decrease from a dynamic market that involves mobility. Similarly, hydrogen
generators are expected to decrease in cost down to 200–900 USD/kW in the long term due to a renewed
interested in the hydrogen economy, not only for electricity production but also as an energy carrier
that can be introduced to the natural gas network.

Following this analysis, Figure 14 shows a range of cost reductions compared to the current costs
for both the hydrogen section (production, storage, and use) and PV systems with batteries. A LCOE
comparable to the cost of electricity in Italy, which is about 200–220 EUR/MWh, was achieved only
with a reduction in the cost of both sections of at least 40% for a Pb/Pp = 0.25. In the case of a Pb/Pp

of 0.5, the reduction should be at least 20% for PV and batteries and 25% for the hydrogen section.
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Mainly, a higher Pb/Pp ratio leads to a greater chance for these plants to be profitable, and a ratio of
0.5 could make a plant with a SSR of about 80% profitable if an appropriate public grant is introduced.
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Figure 14. Sensitive analysis on LCOE (expressed in (EUR/MWh)) for different hydrogen section
(hydrogen generator + storage + fuel cell) and PV section (PV + batteries) costs considering a kPV of 1.2
and kHG equal to 0.6 for (a) Pb/Pp = 0.25 and (b) Pb/Pp = 0.5.

Case Study Analysis

Finally, a possible case study was analyzed to provide an overview of the main dimensions of
the different components. A load profile characterized by a peak load of 100 kW and a base-to-peak
load ratio of 0.25 were taken for the case study. The annual energy demand was therefore around
440 MWh. By configurating the hydrogen-based microgrid on the basis of the optimal kPV and kHG

values determined in the previous analysis (1.2 and 0.6, respectively,) a PV plant with a nominal power
of about 330 kW (33 subarrays of 10 kW each) would be required to cover 120% of the annual energy
demanded by the load with a hydrogen generator of about 200 kW nominal power and a fuel cell of
100 kW. The PV annual energy production would therefore be about 520 MWh. If no limitation in the
energy storage capacity is introduced, a battery capacity of about 300 kWh and a storage system able to
store about 86 kg of hydrogen would be needed. In these conditions, the expected self-sufficiency of the
building would be 76.6% with a corresponding levelized cost of energy of about 498 EUR/MWh. If the
energy storage capacities are set to cover the 95th percentile of the theoretical requirements, the battery
bank capacity decreases to about 90 kWh and the hydrogen storage system should store about 50 kg
of hydrogen. In these conditions, the hydrogen section would operate for about 4000 h/year (2160
and 1900 h/year for the hydrogen generator and fuel cell, respectively). A slight reduction in the SSR
should occur (75.4%) but the corresponding LCOE would be reduced to about 420 EUR/MWh.

5. Conclusions

In this study, an energy assessment and a preliminary economic analysis were conducted on
hydrogen-based microgrids applied to public buildings and small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs),
characterized by low electricity demand during weekends. A mathematical model was developed to
determine the expected annual energy flows and an energy management strategy was proposed with the
aim to maximize user self-sufficiency.

The results demonstrated that an efficient and cost-effective design can be obtained with a ratio
between the annual energy produced by the PV system and the annual energy requested by the
user of about 1.2 and a hydrogen generator nominal power equal to about 60% of the PV nominal
power. Particular attention should be paid to the storage section size, since the sizing based on the
theoretical requirement (all the excess energy is stored) without introducing any limitation could result
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in a limited exploitation of the storage capacity, leading to an unprofitable design choice. For this
reason, a reduction in the storage capacity to the 98th percentile of the theoretical requirements leads
to significant economic benefits without reducing the self-sufficiency of the user. In these conditions,
which allow a self-sufficiency ratio of about 80%, a LCOE comparable to the cost of electric energy
in Italy is achievable without public grants, only with an important reduction in the initial costs.
In particular, a cost reduction of at least 20% for PV and batteries and 25% for the hydrogen section
is required to reach grid parity when the ratio between base load and peak load is 0.50, whereas the
required cost reduction increases to more than 40% for both sections when the base load to peak load
ratio is reduced to 0.25.
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Nomenclature

Symbols
A area (m2)
AC annual costs (EUR/year)
c specific costs
E energy (Wh)
GI lobal irradiance (W/m2)
.

m mass flow rate (kg/s)
LCOE levelized cost of energy (EUR/Wh)
LHV lower heating value (J/kg)
P electric power (W)
SOC state-of-charge (-)
T temperature (◦C)
t time (h)
TCI total capital investment (EUR)
U overall heat transfer coefficient (W/(m2 K))
η efficiency (-)
Subscripts
A ambient conditions
B battery
BC battery charging
BD battery discharging
b base load
FC fuel cell
HG hydrogen generator
H2 hydrogen
NOCT nominal operating cell temperature
nom nominal conditions
PV photovoltaic
U user
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